
Examination in
Digital Image Processing, TSBB08

Time: 2020-01-09, 8.00-12.00

Location: G37

Examiner: Maria Magnusson will visit the classrooms at 9.00 and 11.15,
tel. 281336, 073 - 804 38 67

Permitted
equipment: Calculator: basic, scientific or graphing with empty memory

OH-film

Dictionaries:
English to Swedish/German/French/Italian/Spanish/Chinese etc.

The following tables:
0) “Formula collection for Digital Image Processing” (supplied)
1) “Formler och tabeller” by Söderkvist
2) “Formelsamling i Signalteori” by Henriksson/Lindman
3) “Tables and Formulas for Signal Theory” by Mikael Olofsson
4) “Beta”
5) “Physics Handbook”
6) “Transformteori sammanfattning, formler & lexikon”

by Kurt Hansson
7) “Formelsamling för Signaler och System”

by Lasse Alfredsson
8) “Formelsamling för Fourieranalys” (Color: Orange)

Grades: 21-30 points : grade 3
31-40 points : grade 4
41-50 points : grade 5

Posting date: The grade list will be posted by 2020-01-23

No. problems: The examination contains 7 problems
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1 Resampling (7p)
The in-image a(x, y) below will be rotated 10◦ using the rotation matrix R10. The
interpolation filter h(x) · h(y) will be used, where h(x), the cubic spline function,
is defined as

h(x) =

{
2 · |x|3 − 3 · x2 + 1, |x| ≤ 1,
0, elsewhere.
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There exist two ways to perform resampling, forward mapping and inverse map-
ping. The algorithm for forward mapping is:

For all points (x, y) in the in-image a(x, y):
1) Calculate (x′, y′)T = R10(x, y)T

2) The value of a(x, y) is spread out in the out-image b(x′, y′) with help
of the interpolation filter h(x) · h(y).

End

(The general algorithm for forward mapping cointains a weighting function, but
this is not needed in the case of rotation.)

a) Write an algorithm for inverse mapping (technique used in lab 2). (2p)

b) How many pixels in the in-image will contribute to one pixel in the out-
image? (2p)

c) The cubic spline function h(x) was derived from one 3:rd degree polyno-
mial h0(x) according to

h0(x) =

{
a3|x|3 + a2x

2 + a1|x|+ a0, |x| ≤ 1,
0, elsewhere.

Four constraints were used to get h(x) from h0(x). Give these constraints! (2p)
Hint: The locations for the constraints are indicated in the figure above.

d) Show carefully that you can solve h(x) from h0(x) and your constraints
given in c) above! (1p)
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2 2D Fourier transforms (6p)
a) Calculate the continuous Fourier transform F (u, v) of f(x, y) below. (2p)

f(x, y) =

{
30, if − 20 < x < 20, −10 < y < 10,
0, elsewhere.

b) Calculate the continuous Fourier transform G(u, v) of g(x, y) below. (2p)

g(x, y) = 1 + 2 sin (2π · 10x) · 2 sin (2π · 10y)

c) SketchG(u, v) in a similar diagram as forH(u, v) = δ(u−1, v−1)−δ(u−
2, v − 2) below. (2p)

v

1

1

u

3 Discrete filters (11p)
a) The negative Laplacian operator is defined as

−∆ = − ∂2

∂x2
− ∂2

∂y2

and the filter Dx is an approximate derivative filter

Dx =
1 -1
1 -1

≈ ∂

∂x
.

Construct an approximate negative Laplacian filter from Dx and the corre-
sponding Dy. (3p)
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b) Apply your Laplacian filter to the image below. Calculate the values in the
pixels marked A, B, C and D. (2p)

B

C

=1

D

=2

A

(In case you didn’t manage to construct the filter in a), use this filter instead:
-1 -1 -1
-1 8 -1
-1 -1 -1

.)

c) Is a negative Laplacian filter a high pass (HP) or a low pass (LP) filter?
Motivate your answer by giving references to the results in the A, B, C and
D pixels above. (2p)

d) Perform median filtering with a 3× 3-filter on the image below. You do not
need to calculate the values along the border. (2p)

1 1 1 1 1 6 6
1 1 1 1 1 6 6
1 5 1 1 1 6 6
1 1 1 1 5 6 6
1 1 1 1 5 6 6
1 1 6 1 5 6 6
1 1 1 1 5 6 6

e) Then imagine that you perform average filtering with

1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1

/9

on the image above. Describe the differences and similarities between
median- and average filtering. Use the words: noise suppression, edge pre-
serving, linear, non-linear. (2p)
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4 Watershed Segmentation (7p)
See the image below. Suppose that the right image f(x, y) shows two cells that
you want to segment and label with watershed segmentation. The corresponding
magnitude of the gradient |∇f(x, y)| is shown to the right.

f(x,y) |∇f(x,y)|

a) Draw a figure and indicate the desired positions for the waterholes. (1p)

b) Which image f(x, y), |∇f(x, y)| or f(x, y) + |∇f(x, y)| will work as the
landscape? Motivate your answer! (2p)

c) Draw an approximate 2D image of the final result. (1p)

d) See the figures below. They describe how to build a dam. Explain carefully
how to recieve the pixels marked B), C) and D). (3p)

Pixels at flooding step n: = ?

A)

D)

= ?

= ?B)

= Pixels at flooding step n−1

Pixels at flooding step n−1:

C)
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5 Thresholding and classification (7p)
a) An image with a bright object and a dark background can often be thresh-

olded to a binary image. The midway method is an automatic iterative
method that computes the threshold T . See the little histogram in the fig-
ure below. A good starting threshold T0 is the center of gravity for the full
histogram, i.e.

T0 =

∑8
f=1 p(f) · f∑8
f=1 p(f)

≈ 5.615

Give the exact formula (including numbers) how to compute the next itera-
tion of threshold (T1) for the midway method. Also give a value for T1. (2p)

0 2 4 6 8
0

2

4

6

8

b) From the theory of a Bayes classifier, a value dj(x̄) can be derived,

dj(x̄) = p(x̄|ωj)P (ωj).

The higher dj( ), the larger the probabity that x̄ belongs to the class j. A
modified variant is

dj(x̄) = −0.5 ln |C̄j| − 0.5(x̄− m̄j)
T C̄−1

j (x̄− m̄j),

m̄j =
1

Nj

∑
x̄∈ωj

x̄, C̄j =

 1

Nj

∑
x̄∈ωj

x̄x̄T

− m̄jm̄
T
j .
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See the figure below. The black dots are sampled from class zero and the
white dots are sampled from class one. The Bayes decision surface is also
indicated in the figure. Now, calculate m̄1 and C̄1 for the white dots. Then
describe (you do not have to calculate) how Bayes decision surface is ob-
tained from the equations above. (3p)

x3

x2

(0,0,0)

Bayes decision surfacex1

(4,0,0)
(4,4,0)

(0,4,0)

(4,0,4)

(0,0,4) (0,4,4)

(4,4,4)

c) A lecture slides showed an example were the technique in b) was applied
to a satellite image data set of 4 different spectral bands, see figure below.
The classifier was first trained to distinguish between water, urban areas and
vegetation in the image. Then the full image was classified.

spectral band 1
spectral band 2

spectral band 3
spectral band 4

First describe how to do the training and then describe how to classify the
full image.
In b), the dimension of x̄ was 3 and the number of classes were 2. Control
question: What are the corresponding numbers here? (2p)
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6 Histograms (9p)
See the figure below. You are going to perform histogram equalization of the small
image r(x, y). Its histogram 16 ·p(r) is shown in the figure (p(r) is the normalized
histogram). Also two scaled versions of P (r) =

∑r
j=0 p(j) is shown in the figure.

The intensity transformation rule for a continuous histogram equalization is

s = (L− 1)P (r) = (L− 1)

∫ r

0

p(j)dj.

We will use a discrete version of this equation and with (L− 1) = 7.

4
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a) Show the resulted image s(x, y) and its histogram. (3p)

b) Intensity transformation using the equation above should give a perfectly
straight histogram of height 1/(L − 1). Why did we not get a perfectly
straight histogram in a)? (1p)

c) Draw two histograms, one for an image with high contrast and another for
an image with low contrast. (2p)
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d) The following intensity transformation of an image f(x, y) to an image
g(x, y) corrects for a too dark image f(x, y).

g=T(f)

f

255

255

• Sketch a curve that increase the contrast in the interval 64-192! (1p)
• Sketch 3 curves (for R, G and B) that corrects for too little yellow. (1p)
• Sketch 3 curves (for R, G and B) that corrects for too much magenta. (1p)

7 Distance maps (3p)
Make a distance map inside the white objects in the three images below. Use d(4),
d(8), and d(oct) metric.
If you like, you can hand in this paper to save your time!

(4)d d d(8) (oct)
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